
I-BOT™ ROBOTIC SORTER ADVANTAGES

A human can sort approximately 
30-40 picks per minute, whereas our 

i-BOT™can achieve 100+ picks per 
minute.

Each dual arm i-BOT unit can be 
deployed in-line over a 36” wide 
conveyor or parallel over a 72” wide 
conveyor system. 
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Two material grades can be sorted 
with each individual arm reaching 
designated deposit chutes. 

Up to 3 sets of robots totaling 6 arms 
can be operated with one PLC 
Computer and Software program 
offering multiple unit deployment 
savings.

Green Machine’s i-BOT ™ Robotic Sorter offers the industry’s most economically effective design, 
with two vision system options available depending on your needs.  Each robotic sorter is provided 
with twin high speed sorting arms exceeding 100 picks per minute.  Install up to 6 robotic arms 
in a row utilizing one cost saving PLC and Artificially Intelligent software system. Each robot can be 
trained to pick four separate commodities at the same time, while covering a belt that’s up to 72” 
wide. 

ROBOTICS AT AN UNBEATABLE PRICE

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE



KEY FEATURES (Shown Above) BENEFITS

A
Artificially intelligent Patented Green 
Eye® Hyperspectral Vision System. 

This allows the identification and 
classification of a wider range of materials.

B Two robotic arms per unit.
Vacuum cup collector lifting capacity 5 lbs.
Mechanical gripper lifting capacity 10 lbs.

C
Full diagnostic and material selection 
computer system.

On the fly commodity selection. 

D Modular housing unit. 
Deployment over a wide variety of conveyor 
widths and multi-lane arrangements are
available.  

E Maintenance access door. 
Easily reach your robot’s arms for routine 
maintenance.  
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I-BOT™ ROBOTIC SORTER MODELS

i-BOT HYP MODEL - Two arm robotic sorter with patented 
hyperspectral vision system capable of sorting all plastics, 
UBC aluminum, and multiple fiber grades.

i-BOT RGB MODEL - Two arm robotic sorter is economically 
designed to sort PET and colored/natural HDPE, fiber and 
more. 

Three robots running off of one 
PLC computer software. 

Get two robot arms for the price of 
one! Double your production and 
reduce your costs. 
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SCAN TO WATCH OUR 
i-BOT IN ACTION!

Sorting rates of 98.5% or better accuracy of 
identified material.  Improve your commodity 
grades while vastly reducing labor costs. 
Contact our Sales Engineers for design 
applications and ask about our Full 
Maintenance Leasing Options.   

INCREASE YOUR SYSTEM’S 
EFFICIENCY WITH i-BOT™


